In direct contrast to Europe, Asia and North America, Africa has very few navigable rivers. This paper focuses on the preponderant role played by water transport in the form of rivers and ports during the colonial period. Although not blessed with much navigable rivers and natural deep ports, the Colonial administration as well as the population of Cameroon depended so much on rivers and ports for their physical mobility, transportation of bulky goods, mails migration and above all European consumer goods which came in from Europe and were head loaded into the hinterlands. Therefore rivers and ports played economic, social and political roles. Despite these important roles, the place of rivers and ports has been relegated to footnotes in historical narratives of Cameroon. This paper therefore, aims at lifting rivers and ports from the footnotes of Cameroon history into the text. It confronts the importance of such a technological system to both the colonial administration and the indigenous population. What were the type of goods that were transported via rivers and ports? More crucial to the essay is the importance of the ports in the development of the cities and the migration of people into areas where ports were found. In what ways do we linked the ports and rivers to the global mobility of goods and modernity?
Introduction
In Africa and the world over, water transport had been very crucial for the movements of goods and people. The Dutch Social historian, Jan-Bart Gewald, in his study of Zambia and other Southern African countries, notes that even before colonial rule, canoes were found on Lakes Mweru, Bangweulu and Tangayika, where they were primarily used in the bulk transport of goods destined for the East African coast. On the Luapula river system, a series of societies and economies developed that was dependent on fishing and also used the river for transport. (Gewald, 2009: 26-27) . Either in the North, Central and West Africa, rivers and ports played almost the same functions. Much has been noted about rivers in Africa like Rivers Niger, Nile, Limpopo, Zambia, just to name but a few. These rivers played the roles of transporting people from one place to another at a time when bridges were still under construction. Rivers also provided food in the form of fish to its indigenous peoples. Hopkins (1973: 43) maintains that fishing was a very important activity which took place on the waters of River Niger and Lake Chad. He further maintains that specialized communities of fishermen are known to have developed in this region with technological knowledge of carving canoes and reading the tides. Rivers have played cradle to world civilizations. For instance, the Nile, Tigris and Euphrates are well known for generating the first civilizations (Marvin and Perry, 1989) .
Other rivers have been subjects of diplomacy. Following the Berlin West African conference of 1884 the Niger-Benue became international rivers (Fanso, 1989:21) Furthermore, Hassan and Rasheedy (2007: 25-27 ) and Webster and Boahen (1980) , have done some excellent work on the Nile and Niger and how it influenced Egyptian foreign policy. Economics was directly linked to diplomacy and rivalry among European powers. The exploration of the Senegal and Niger rivers raised great hopes among traders and imperialist back in Europe. One of the diplomats attested that, "The long sought for highway into central Africa was at length found in rivers Nile and Niger. To the merchant, it offered a boundless field of enterprise, to the manufacturer, an extensive market for his goods" (Webster and Boahen, 1980: 53) . The discovery of the mouth of River Niger coincided with the abolition and suppression of transAtlantic slave trade, when new commodities and new markets had to be found to replace the lost ones. The Europeans tried to fill the gap by trading along the Senegal and the Niger rivers. Between 1817 and 1840, for instance, the French tried to establish plantations along the Senegal and between 1818 and 1821 they built forts on the River Senegal at Bakel, Dagone and Richard Toll. In 1832, the British and the Americans also each sent out and expedition to travel up the Niger and set up trading stations on its banks for the purpose of collecting the various products of the country. Other expeditions by British merchants followed in 1836 and 1840 and 1841 the abolitionists led by Fowell Buxton persuaded the British government to send a carefully prepared expedition to establish legitimate trade and set up experimental farms in order to overthrow the slave trade. As a matter of fact the interest of the British traders before 1880 were highly concentrated mainly in along river Niger where the palm oil trade, which together with groundnuts was the only major produce of West Africa of interest to Europe at the time (Crowder, 1968; Webster and Boahen, 1973) All these efforts by the British, French and Americans ended up in fiasco partly because of the resistance from traditional rulers, middlemen and the high death rate of shipping crews.
The economic importance of rivers was further echoed by Kenneth Onwuka Dike. According to him "It was as navigable waterways that the rivers of the Niger Delta became so important in the economic history of modern Nigeria. A canoe would be taken from Badagry on the West coast of Nigeria to Rio del Rey in the east without going into the open sea" (Dike, 1956:20) . Harry Johnston further maintained amongst other things that "….there are hardly any roads existing in the Delta; the most trivial distance that a native requires to go, he generally achieves in a canoe. This water system links the Delta with the markets and sources of production far inland" (Oliver, 1958: 123) . These show how rivers played an important economic role in Africa. Apart from the economic role, rivers also played socio-cultural and political roles which this paper hopes to unravel.
Ports were not a new invention by the colonial regimes in Africa. As a matter of fact many fishing ports existed in many parts of the African and Cameroon coast and it was on this that the colonial administration improved on the harbours to facilitate bigger launches to anchor. During the colonial periodin West Africa almost everywhere on the coastline ports developed to take new directions. During the era of slave trade, these ports were used for the shipment of slaves to the Americas. During the so called legitimate trade these ports played the role of delivering modern merchandise from Africa to Europe and vice versa. In a period when airports were absent, ports played the role of transporting people and goods to further distant spaces. In Cameroon, I am more interested in the Victoria and Tiko ports. The renowned port of Douala has been exhaustively handled by Fomin (2010) 
by illustrating and showing the vicissitudes of ports in Africa
The significance, methodology and structure of the paper The historiography of Cameroon has occupied some space in the academia (Aka, 2002; Rubin, 1971; Welch, 1960; Johnson, 1970; Le Vine, 1971; Mveng, 1961; Brain and Mbuagbaw, 1970; Ardener, 1956; Ardener, 1968; Ngoh, 1987 and . As rich as the literature might appear there is still paucity in the direction of transport history and more particularly, the role which ports and rivers played. Fomin (2010: 171-186) has provided an incisive discourse on the vicissitudes of African ports by taking the Douala port as a case study. Rudin (1938: 103) , have noted that the port of Douala "…was one of the best ports in West Africa". He also attempted to document the navigability of Cameroon Rivers and the challenges and difficulties they have posed to the indigenous people and colonial administration. Apart from the works of Fomin and Rudin, other ports like Tiko and Victoria as well as rivers have remained a tabula rasa in the historiography of Cameroon. This is a gap which this paper sets out to fill.
At the nascent years of colonial rule, European administration faced insurmountable challenges and difficulties. One of the areas which affected their work was in the domain of transport. Contrary to the opinion that most if not all what was found in Africa during the colonial rule, the European themselves had to make do with what they found in the territory. It was in this light that water transport-be it rivers or ports became very important and had been well exploited by the pre-colonial people.
The materials for this paper were gathered from different repositories. The Buea National Archives, located in Buea capital of Southwest Region of Cameroon was relevant. Files on the operation of these ports and rivers were found although some were partially destroyed. In the Public Records Office, London which I entered from November to December 2007, there was relevant material on rivers Ordinance passed by the British in 1927.The archives of Mission 21 Basel, Switzerland, which I visited in 2008 contain historical photographs which I have included some relevant ones in this paper. After the archives, I conducted interviews with people who lived through the experience during the period within study. The photographs also became a source which was exploited to graphically illustrate situations. As we all know photographs can tell more than words. This paper is structured into the following parts: the first part focuses on the Tiko and Victoria ports in their colonial context under the British colonial administration. I then proceed to examine the Victoria port city which was an offshoot of the port itself. The third part focuses on the Victoria port at work. This takes up the ports as areas which attracted people because of their admiration to modernity goods which were passing through the ports. The fourth part examines the voices of the Victoria and Tiko migrants back in their areas of origins. The sixth section examines the ports and consumption and shows how those who accessed the port cities displayed their conspicuous consumption and how these port cities became areas of cultures. The seventh section takes up rivers and focusing and their economic, political and socio-cultural importance in Cameroon history. The eighth section examines the rivers, canoes and canoe boys while the last section is the conclusion.
Victoria and Tiko Ports
The port of Victoria was founded long before German colonisation by the Baptists Missionaries led by Alfred Saker. The Germans envisaged creating a commercial economy. That ambition was well executed when volcanic soils which are often fertile for agriculture led to the opening of plantations both in Victoria and coastal Cameroon. These plantations produced various agricultural products such as palm oil, rubber, bananas, pepper and cocoa (Epale, 1985; Rudin, 1938; . To get these things shipped to Europe water transport became a sine qua non and by extension a seaport. Although the Victoria and Tiko seaports were officially opened in the 1880s they reached their heydays only in the 1920s during the British colonial administration. It was during that period that Victoria and Tiko ports became the first ports in the British Southern Cameroons and linked the territory to the global movements of goods and people.The foundation of Victoria was traced to the London Baptist Missionaries who were led by Alfred Saker. On 23 August 1858 Alfred Saker signed a treaty with King William of Bimbia who claimed to have had unlimited powers over the land arranging for its purchase at the cost of £1,800. After the abolition of slave trade in the British Empire in the early 1830s some emancipated slaves from Jamaica pressed for an evangelical mission to return to the African homeland. In England the religious motive was complemented by a search for scientific and economic goals geared towards the opening up of more lands in Africa. In 1841, the Niger Expedition was launched with the primary goal of opening up modern day Nigeria to British traders, missionaries and scientists. The Committee of the London Baptist Missionary Society (LBMS) took advantage of the abolition of slavery and the slave trade in the British Empire as well as the Niger Expedition and decided that an effort be made to give the light of life to Dark continent and also to atone for the crimes that the English greed had for centuries committed by proclaiming in Africa itself the glad tidings of divine liberty from high Consequently, the missionaries left England on 13 October 1840 and reached Fernando Po (Present day Equatorial Guinea) and reached their destination on January 1841. While in Fernando Po they were given an introductory letter by the former Governor of Fernando Po, Lt. Colonel Nicolls. In 1845, the Spanish Consul, General Don Carlos Chacon, arrived Fernando Po with instructions to send the Baptist Missionaries away unless they agreed to stay in a private capacity only. Although they refused they were allowed to stay unmolested until after 1856 when the Spanish Catholics in Fernando Po made things quite difficult for them. In May 1858 the Spanish Jesuits arrived the island and proclaimed Catholicism the main religion. Thence, Alfred Saker decided to move with his followers in Fernando Po to the mainland opposite the island, this was Bimbia but after he acquired it, he named it Victoria in honour of Queen Victoria of England (Underhill, 1958) .
Saker's expulsion from Fernando Po had different but contrasted motives. He was expelled because of religious and to a lesser extend economic motives. His decision to find Victoria was also due to religious and economic motives. Writing about this view, Saker's biographer, Edward Bean Underhill said inter alia: I (Alfred Saker) need a home for our people where a trade may be created and to which commerce may be drawn. I searched for a landing only....Here if Her Majesty's Government sanction and sustained our efforts, can be put , coal stores, provision stores, building yards and every other essential for commerce. Here too a highway may be made into the interior and the native produce be shipped in smooth water for Europe. It will be essentially a religious enlightened colony.... (Underhill, 1958:56) If well scrutinized, it will be deduce from Saker's words that there were already ingredients of a sea port as early as 1858. Secondly, it also shows that the foundation of Victoria was due to religious as well as economic motives.
The beginnings of Victoria port could be traced to the 1880s when the Germans annexed Cameroon. The Germans envisaged creating a commercial economy. That ambition was well executed when volcanic soils which are often fertile for agriculture led to the opening of plantations both in Victoria and coastal Cameroon. These plantations cultivated various agricultural products such as palm oil, rubber, bananas, pepper and cocoa (Epale, 1985) . To get these things shipped to Europe water transport became a sine qua non and by extension a seaport. Although the Victoria seaport was officially opened in the 1880s it reached its heydays only in the 1920s during the British colonial administration. It was during that period that Victoria became the first city in the British Southern Cameroons.
Victoria during the British colonial administration was the capital of Victoria Division. It had a land surface of 1,166sq.miles 1 . Victoria became the economic nerve center of many commercial activities. It all began with the opening of commercial firms as well as trading companies. Table 1 show the number of companies and their nationalities as well as some business magnets that were found in Victoria. From Victoria some of the business firms radiated their activities to the hinterlands such as John Holt and United African Company. John Holt was the earliest company to be established in Victoria. This company specialised in buying palm products like kernels and palm oil. These products were very essential for the survival of factories back in Europe. With some of these products margarine was produced. In the 1930s, John Holt already had branches in Kumba and Bamenda all inland cities. The United Africa Company (UAC) was a British company which principally traded in West Africa during the 20th century (Baker, 1996; Fage et.al., 1995) . Both companies, which specialised in the exploitation and trading of palm kernels and palm oil which were exported. Although by 1928,there was keen competition between these companies in the 1930s UAC established the oil extracting and kernel cracking machine around Mamfe on the headwaters of River Manyu. The entire palm products passed through Victoria port to Europe The Victoria Port at Work For a better appreciation of the Victoria as a port city it is imperative to understand that it developed during the political transformation of the territory. As a matter of fact, during the mandate and trusteeship period, the port experienced its busiest period. The companies and firms in Table 2 imported various items which included bags and sacks, cement, cigars and cigarettes, cotton piece goods, fish, Kerosene in imperial gallons, motor spirits, rice, bicycles, radios, tilly lamps 3 just to name but a few. Table II Shows the products which entered through Victoria port between 1933 and 1937. These imports were matched with exports in the same period. And these articles passed through Victoria port. Table 3 shows the principal articles of export. Tables 2 and 3 shows how transnational entanglements and global networks have not been limited to particular hubs but rather have involved in the world long before the renewed globalisation was defined (Middell and Nauman, 2010) . The table shows the economic and social role which the port played in colonial Cameroon, It was not all about goods moving. Goods which symbolized globalisation and modernity gradually found themselves through ports and harbours before being carried by individual people into their rooms and beyond. These goods were not exported to one country neither was the port of Victoria handling sea vessels from one country. Thus within this period 52 countries docked their ships at the Victoria port with goods of various kinds. Table 4 shows these countries with the value of their imports in pounds 1932 , 1933 , 1934 and 1935 Table 4 shows that 52 ships from various countries of the world docked at the Victoria port between 1932 and 1935.The United Kingdom and Germany topped the chart of trading activities. Some of the countries fizzled out with less than one percent. However, a closer look at the table could be very tricky Out of the 52 countries one wonders why California should be a country and some countries like the French and Portuguese possessions actually mean in the colonial lexicon. Countries like Jamaica, Roumania, Turkey, Zanzibar in the years 1932, 33 and 34 were completely absent and even when they came in their volume of trade was negligible. The only plausible reason to this performance might lie in the fact that Victoria was a literage port which meant that shipment and discharge was expensive. 4 The countries whose vessels docked in Victoria show that although remotely global, it was a nodal junction in the global world. Victoria had become truly a funnel which globality could be consumed. According to Urry (2000) , the emergence of global networks transforms the very nature of social. It can no longer be seen as bounded within national societies. He further maintains that people across the world stage are global consumers of other places and goods. On the other hand Geyer (2010) , questions how and where globalisation makes its way into one's country. The role of the Victoria port which attracted more than 50 countries' vessels at its port partly answers this question. Through the port we start to understand the junctures of globalization which became conduits through which global commodities passed through. Once "modern" goods anchored in this port, different actors took further into the hinterlands and put in peoples' houses, kitchens and villages. The role of individuals in the dissemination of modernity could not be down looked.
All Roads lead to Victoria: Migrants and the allure to Modernity It will be misleading to see the port of Victoria only in economic terms or in terms of exports and imports. Migrants flooded into the port city in search for jobs and others only to admire the fascination of modernity. Administratively as the capital of Victoria Division migrants flooded into the city. Migrants came in from the hinterlands especially the Bamenda grassfields which included Meta, Bali, Bafut, Wum, Kom, Nso as well as foreigners like Togolese, Creole fishermen especially the Ejaw of Nigeria and Sierra Leoneans. Between 1953 and 1967 the people of Victoria was 33,000 5 The colonial administration saw the need to construct roads which will help the migration of these people and goods to Victoria and the hinterlands. The importance of roads was never in doubt at the beginning of colonial venture. Speaking of German rule, Rudin (1938:237) makes the point unequivocally. 'Roads were an administrative, commercial, and military necessity from the beginning of the occupation of the colonial territory'. The interest of British colonial authorities in widening the roads was to overcome the disadvantages of the carrier system and reduce the cost of running the colony to its barest minimum, with the colony bearing the cost.
British colonial administrators in Cameroon spent enormous efforts justifying not only the inevitability but the desirability of 'good' roads, first, in the Cameroon Province and second in the Bamenda Province which were to link Victoria. In other words, Lennox-Boyd, was justifying road construction on economic grounds: roads were needed to evacuate raw materials from the hinterland to the coastal port and also to allow the movement of people. Every commentator in the territory stressed the importance of roads as the key to the future'.
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The Bamenda Province had a population of about 400,000 people and most of those people were mobile despite the obstacles in their way such as wild forest and fast flowing rivers. If the area were linked by a wider road, it was an opportunity for those strong people to increase in numbers and go down to work in coastal plantations. With that agenda, the British colonial administration saw the connection of the Bamenda area to the littoral corridor especially Victoria as absolutely important.
Apart from Victoria there was also Tiko port. 
The Voices of the Victorian and Tiko returned migrants
Victoria and Tiko as port cities had the trappings of modernity and thus attracted many people for various reasons. For instance, between 1924 and 1953 Victoria population had more than quadrupled from 1,577 inhabitants to 7,000. George Courade estimates that the number of Europeans in Victoria jumped from about 100 in the 1950s to 250 at independence in 1961. Many of them ran department stores and shopping centers like John Holt, R&W King, CCC, ICC and Pritania while the Lebanese tycoon, "Potokri" ran the monopoly in the film industry with two cinema theaters, "Rio"in New Town and "Rivoli" in Gardens.
Besides many people from the hinterlands, Nigerians and other people from West Africa migrated to Victoria for several reasons. Some came for just simple adventures to see and feel modernity. Some came as labourers in the plantations and ship yards while others were on transit to other parts of West Africa. What was crucial about their lives in Victoria is that they returned to narrate tales about Victoria even when the city had gradually petered out.
I left Kom with my friends, Ndifoyn Awoh and Ngang Chea. Malawa Fuka, Megne, Milibia, Yola Ntu and many others. It took us two days to reach Kubou's compound in OldTown, Bamenda. From Bamenda it took fifteen days to reach Bitoria (sic). We slept at Woyang in Bali; at Bamakwa Sabi and crossed Tang Sabi and spent the night at Fontem junction. From there we stayed at Nguti; Konye. and Kumba. From Kumba we stayed at Mbanga Bakundu; Muyuka; Ekona Benge. From Ekona Benge we passed through Molyko and stayed at Bolifamba. Very early we took off from Bolifamba to Bitoria (Victoria) where I saw the steamer carrying bananas and a plain of water. Victoria was the place which I saw wonders. The steamer was having constant smoke coming out from its head and only steaming. The day it was to go, it made a very large sound which you could hear very far from where it was. The whole sky was dark with smoke. From below the sound was different ahaang ahaang ahaang ahaang. This meant that its roots that were deep down were already coming up ready to move. When it was to take off finally, I heard a bass sound huuuuuuuuuuuug; huuuuuuuuuuuuuumg;huuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuung. At that moment the smoke became thicker and the sky darker while the sea was divided into two parts. It now took off for another world. In fact I wonder aloud and asked myself who on earth could have made such a big thing which could carry all the people from Kom. It was a big surprise to me and looked too big for me. I asked how people get into it. My friends who were already in Bitoria before me, showed how people entered it.
Our informant provides us with a clue as to how many people actually left Kom at any one time for the Victoria. From his story as many as 35 people at a time travelled down to the Coast with divergent ambitions. Some were traders while some were job seekers. Indeed, salt wata stories become more revealing metaphors. The stories as we have gathered from Peter bring to light the sensations and fascinations of an encounter. Moving salt water brought not only fish but very big sea water vessels with new cargo which workers spent most of the day unloading. Most of those who did the work were from the Bamenda Grassfields where no sea was to be seen. The waves showed that sea water also journeyed. In the morning the waves were usually low and in the evenings during high tides the waves came back depositing fish. The fish represent a metaphor --just as the people had migrated to the Coast and would take home kfaang which represents the 'fish'.
After toiling for months and years the people came home with very changed habits. Their language, dress and mode of speaking reflected modernity, just as today many Grasslanders from the United States, Europe, Japan and China talk like European and Asian people. They wear long leather boots and cow boy hats, ear rings and even talk to their parents through interpreters; showing off that they have reached the depths of newness. They also come home with stories about the fascinations and sensations of Europe, America and Asia. These stories include obtaining money from machines and slotting in coins for coffee or food, and many fanciful things like luxurious Porsche cars that are available and cheaper to buy there. Both the people who had been to the Coast and to Europe and beyond constitute hierarchies in that they are more 'endowed with modern opportunities and opportunism than the others' (Nyamnjoh, 2005: 267) . We cannot lose sight of the fact that these people, whether in the distant past or recently, re-constituted identities of their own.
Tiko had peculiar characteristics apart from the port and its plantations. It was more commercial in outlook than Victoria because of the overwhelming Ibo migrants. People migrated from hinterlands to look for employment and some came back to their areas of origin with stories and what they have learnt in Tiko. Cosmas Nchojie of Kom was one person whose going to Tiko was to have a lasting effect on Kom in terms of the modernity he got from there. He had migrated to Tiko not to work in the plantations but to learn photography. After studying it and gathered some money and bought a camera. He then became the first person in the Kom area to own a pin hole camera which was the talk of the day (Personal Communication, with Cosmas Nchoujie 13 August 2008). Back in the Kom area, the camera caused panic and frightened people as they were still to understand how somebody's image could be reproduced on a paper.
The Ports and Consumption
Hardly has the literature on African ports taken into account the consumption which it generated far and beyond the port. This section gives some anecdotal narratives which buttresses the fact that the ports of Victoria and Tiko in the 1940s and 1950s had its ramifications far beyond the port itself. For instance, those who ventured to Victoria and Tiko remembers thus in the artifacts they acquired especially radios, shoes and eye glasses. The tons of wines and cigarettes as well rums and whisky were not only reserve for the European populations. Africans jumped onto the band wagon of consuming modern things which came through the ports. For instance, the picture below shows some Victoria migrants displaying their modern attributes.
Francis is holding a radio probably a two band transistor. He worked with the Woodin company and the other friends with John Holt in Victoria. Their dressing styles, traditional regalia mixed with ties, eyeglasses and well ironed trousers symbolised a bricolage of a conventional binary-"tradition and "modernity". The way they crossed their legs shows how they found enduring modernity to embrace such 'modern' ways of sitting. Of relevance is the radio. In a world where television sets never existed, to possess a radio (was a status symbol which) made one a king in the eyes of the onlookers. Homes that had radios were centres of attraction for neighbours who came to listen (to the radio) although without understanding but for a few who had been to school.
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In the photo below is an anonymous informant who literally adored a radio and told me that in those their days it was a pearl. He had saved money for five years to enable him to purchase the radio at UAC Victoria. Evidently its importance is depicted by the fact that the radio had its own pillow, a status symbol and a sign that he was obsessed with modernity. SOURCE: Anonymous informant with his radio which he bought in UAC shop in Victoria.
What is further intriguing in these returned migrants are concerned is the degree to which they constitute, agents of the modernity, a sort of middling Class. Weintein and Ricardo (2012) have recently published excellent essays in a volume which links the formation of the Middle Class to returning migrants sporting modern dress and habits. This is an important intervention, as we traditionally tend to think of the middling class as a predominantly very western phenomenon. Furthermore we also tend to regard mobile capital, not mobile labour, as an agent of modernization, Contemporary debates about the Multinational Companies and their apologists suggests or argue that the MNC is a blessing for people abroad because it finally brings modernity into their sleepy little villages. What this article shows is that migrant labour is just as much a factor in the modernization process. More importantly, it shows that "modernity" does not simply invade a village like an unstoppable juggernaut but sneaks in slowly and fits and bursts, carried by myriad actors. Historians and policymakers alike, who are still clinging to the last vestiges of the Modernization Theory, tend to treat mobile capital as the most important agent of modernization, but in Africa, taking the Cameroon western Grassfields as a case study, it was the Africans themselves, more often than not, who brought the trappings of modernity into their villages. In the process, these returnees initiated a fundamental revolution within the hierarchical organizations of their societies. The way returned migrants held the objects which they bought in Victoria close to their "chests" or revered them could as well make one to conclude that these were new forms of fetishes.
Victoria and Tiko port cities became a crossroads of cultures
Cultural, social or institutional features usually develop in port cities. The migration of people into Victoria and Tiko over the years both European and Africans alike led one to code name these areas as a crossroad of cultures, on one hand, there was the introduction of Christianity through churches and schools. As far as education was concerned as early as 1886 the German Governor Julius von Soden in pursuit of German education policy opened the first school in Victoria in 1887 and the pupils were mentored by Joseph Wilson. According to the 1913 statistics the Victoria school had a pupil population of 257 pupils making it the second largest school in the entire German colony. In 1957, the Victoria Divisional council was a proprietor of six senior primary schools and nine junior primary schools catering for some 1,105 boys and 480 girls. The number of Africans who initially occupied the Victoria settlement from Fernado Po gradually increased as many other groups of people migrated to Victoria. There were Nigerians, French Cameroonians, Togolese, Sierra Leoneans and many other indigenous peoples from the hinterland. These people migrated to enjoy the modernity of the city. The offshoots of these various peoples were the formation of tribal or improvement unions.
Improvement unions as the name came to be known in the post Second World War period had several objectives. Amongst these objectives was the desire of the migrant people to cities who wish to identify with kith and kin and secondly to send money back home to improve the lot of their people. Gradually these improvement unions although it took apolitical stand soon became political pressure groups. The Bakweri Improvement Union, Kom Improvement Union and Nigerian Fishermen Union all sprout up to identify themselves in Victoria with different and various motives. Thus identity and ethnicity was fast becoming a characteristic feature of the port city of Victoria.
Prostitution occupied a major place in Victoria and Tiko port cities. Women who wanted to enjoy the niceties of the city migrated to Victoria after casting off the yoke of patriarchal and even colonial controls and found themselves in Victoria. Prostitution the World over is one of the oldest professions and has attracted quite interesting studies in recent times (Coquery-Vidrovitch, 1997; Lukman, et.al 2011; Biarritz, 2000; Barrera, 1996; Spaulding and Bewick, 1995; Aderinto, 2010) .The subject has been handled by sociologists, anthropologists and to a lesser extend historians. As a matter of fact, it should be given a deeper historical touch so that its continuities and differences in various contexts may be better understood. The complexities which went with the movement of those who became known as prostitutes in colonial Africa could best be understood within the brackets of globalisation and modernity. Warmington et.al (1967) maintains that in 1957 there were many prostitutes in Victoria who were mostly found in the congested immigrant settlements. They went on to assert that Victoria and to a was the most notable centres of prostitution, where the sex ratio in the resident population was 203 males per 100 females, excluding the large population in the plantation that visit these settlement.
Rivers in Cameroon History
Rivers in Cameroon has played commercial, social and cultural roles. The commeracial role played by rivers in Cameroon was aptly captured by Ralph Austen and Jonathan Derrick in their Middlemen of the Cameroons Rivers: The Duala and their Hinterland, c.1600 Hinterland, c. -1960 The focus of this book is on the Duala men who had entered the International scenario as merchant brokers in the pre-colonial trade in which they trade in ivory, slaves and palm products but whom under the colonial rule used the advantages which they had gained from earlier rivera in trade to develop cocoa plantations. The authors maintain that the Dualas enjoyed an exclusive access to an extensive network of rivers connecting the coast and the interior. They occupied the focal point of a trading network that extended from Wouri estuary up the various river systems of the Cameroon littoral and their most lucrative activity was bartering goods obtained through canoe expeditions inland in the 19 th Century mainly palm oil and kernels plus ivory for imported commodities brought to Douala by European traders. (Austen and Derrick, 1999) . This has lucidly shown the economic importance of rivers to the Dualas during the pre-colonial and colonial periods.
Further south, rivers played the role of "communication wires". The Nyong in the south seems to have offered the greatest advantages, for it was very navigable. Water transport therefore became quite crucial to the colonial administration as their mails and goods were first transported via that medium.As we have argued elsewhere (Nkwi & de Bruijn, 2014:220) , all inland mail and other goods came by boat and were then transported further inland. The main stations for this boat transport were Tiko, Victoria, Ikom and Bonaberi. Water tides determined when the launches anchored and set sail. The role played by river transport and the role of interimperial British-French cooperation in transport were further echoed by the Resident of the Cameroons Province, P.V.Young, in the following words:
An alternative which I might suggest and which might take some reconsideration is that all transport by water shall be done via Victoria, Tiko and then to Bonaberi, thence by the French Railway to Nkongsamba by this route an enormous saving of carrier transport is affected…The connections would be as follows: from Calabar there is a monthly boat running to Victoria and very often Tiko, there is the ordinary Mail Steamer Service to Victoria about once in five weeks, from Tiko to Bonaberi there is the French weekly service between Bonaberi and Tiko which leaves every Wednesday ….In my own opinion this is the only satisfactory way for mail and packages to be dispatch.
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In 1906 Otto Schkolziger photographed the launch on the waters of Bonaberi with mail and packages. Below is the photograph.
In the North of Cameroon River Benue was very important in several ways, first in agriculture and secondly as a transport route. Rising from the Adamawa Plateau the Benue first first flows north, then runs in a generally westerly direction until its junction with the Niger Lokoja. At high water, during the months of August and September, the river Benue becomes wide navigable waterways about a mile in width from bank to bank. The flood plains of the Benue and its tributaries received much debris which made the plains of the Benue and its tributaries one of the best farming and grazing lands (Njeuma, 1978) . The River Benue provided a large route from Garoua to the Niger River. It was not until the opening of a railway line to Ngaoundere in 1974, traffic on the Benue-Niger route was the lowest cost means of transport available in North Cameroon to the Europeans and indigenous population alike. Long before the completion of the cement factory at Figuil in late 1960s, the Benue-Niger route had been economic chiefly for the import of fuel and cement and then exported cotton (Nelson, et. al., 1974: 278) . Rudin (1938: 104) , notes that "whites coming into the interior of the Cameroon were interested in the streams that might make travel easier and the transportation of goods less expensive". Furthermore, along the Longone and Shari rivers which flew from the south into Lake Chad there was rich farming activities (Rudin, 1938:105) .
Socio-culturally some rivers have gotten additional importance because some ethnic groups attached relative importance to their migratory history. Although there is much controversy the Bassa migrated to their present side between Dibamba, Sanga and Nyong rivers and had moved north along the Wouri and Banen rivers long before the Bakoko and Fang ethnic groups (Johnson, 1970:60) . According to Ewumbue-Monono (2015: 3) "Most of the villages in the Buea municipality were founded around river sources". These rivers and springs influenced the cultural history of the people. One of the rivers whose importance in economic and socio-cultural aspects in Cameroon history has been River Mungo to which our attention now turns.
Locating River Mungo
As I argued it elsewhere, (Nkwi, 2013:95-113) , River Mungo has a catchment area of 4,200 square kilometers (app.1, 600 miles). It is 150 kilometers (93 miles) long. It takes its rise from the Rumpi Hills to the North and is fed by tributaries from Mount Kupe and Bakossi mountains. (Neba, 1984) . The river is navigable throughout the year for a distance of about 100 kilometers. It empties its waters into the mangrove swamps and the Atlantic Ocean alongside with other Cameroon rivers like Wouri and Dibamba
The flora and fauna of the surroundings of the river was captured by Esser, Chilver and Roschenthaler (2001:45) in the following words:
The banks of the Mungo are magnificently covered with forests… and everything here teems with life. One can see eagles, herons, snakes and monkeys, as well as multicolored parrots on the trees while on the surface of the water there dance butter flies and dragon flies the size of sparrows. Now and then one hears the trumpeting of elephants, the cry of predators, and the melancholy and monotonous honking of the iguana Point is well taken. Apart from the flora and fauna, the peoples on the banks of river Mungo carry out agriculture and fishing when there are low tides. The partition of Cameroon in 1916 instead of dividing the Mungo people rather witnessed people who frequently crossed the Mungo River for various purposes on both sides of the river. They crossed to attend tribal meetings and to celebrate important events. From time to time, as family obligations or trade required the Mungo of British Cameroons visited their principal town, Bonako on the French side of the boundary 11 . The long history of economic, socio-cultural interactions between the Duala and the Bakweri at the coast and the partitioned Mungo, Balong, Bakossi, and Mbo people inland meant that the boundary was frequently ignored along the River Mungo. Market women such as the "buyam sellams" who traded in goods between Southern Cameroons and French Cameroons on a regular basis were always bent on seeing that border restrictions were dismantled (Johnson, 1970: 337; Kah, 2003: 117) . The porosity of the boundary implied directly and/or indirectly that these historical communities were always in need to be with their kith and kin across the Mungo River as they had done during the German administration.
In the middle years of the British administration it became apparent to the Resident in Buea that the interaction across the border could not be prevented. The Resident for the Cameroons Province cautioned against the grave consequences of attempting to prevent ethnic immigrants move into both French and British administrative areas (Kah, 2003) . The constant movements by these communities into and out of British Southern Cameroons revealed that it was just a matter of time before the artificial boundary gave way to the free movement of culturally, linguistically and historically related peoples, but importantly showed that crossing the river was almost a way of life 12 . Economically, The River Mungo was important for people who wished to conduct trade on the other side of the river. The photograph below shows people either returning from the market or still going to attend it. For them they needed such canoes to overcome the river. The picture below show traders and people returning from the market in the river A cursory observation of the photograph shows that many assorted goods were inside the canoe. There are bags of salt and may be cocoa, cocoyams, soap, plantains and bananas. This suggests that the people were either going to the market or coming from it. In either direction it could be assumed that trade was quite possible because of the river.
Rivers, Canoes and Canoe Boys
One of the greatest technologies which Africans have developed to torpedo their rivers was canoes sometimes often known as dugout canoes. The Dufuna canoe from Nigeria is estimated to be one of the oldest whose age is estimated to be 8000 years old. It is the third- oldest worldwide. The well-watered tropical rainforest and woodland regions of sub-Saharan Africa seemed to have provided both the waterways and the trees for such types of canoes, which are commonplace from the Limpopo River basin in the south through Eastand Central Africa and across to West Africa. African Teak is the timber favoured for their construction, though this comprises a number of different species, and is in short supply in some areas. The African Teak (Pericopsis elata,) is a specie of legume in the Fabaceae family and is found in Cameroon, Republic of the Congo, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ivory Coast, Ghana, and Nigeria. These canoes are peddled across deep lakes and rivers or punted through channels in swamps (see makoro) or in shallow areas, and are used for transport, fishing and hunting, including, in the past, the very dangerous hunting of hippopotamus In pre-colonial Africa, and especially in the empires of Western Sudan. July (1975: 185) notes that goods which arrived from Timbuctu were usually loaded into canoes with a capacity of twenty or thirty tons and taken three hundred miles upstream to Jenne.
The canoes are peddled by canoe boys. These boys were muscular to enable them performed the labour of taking the canoe both up and downstream. In the central African state of Zambia, Gewald (2009) informs us that the journeys upstream, depended on the muscle power of paddlers, took a minimum of at least ten days travelling time, before the first company administrative centre was reached and allowed for the new administrative officials to adapt to their new terrain, and perhaps more importantly allowed for the paddlers, and by extension their Community, to gain insight into the habits, quirks, attitudes, and characters of the new men being sent to administer. As with the porter age described above, the use of barges and canoes, illustrates once again the dependence of the colonial state being established on the muscle power, if not goodwill, of the local population.
In Cameroon both during the colonial and post colonial periods canoe boys were charged with the duties to paddled across the stream, indigenous people going to the market, farms or attending festivals. The colonial administrators also depended quite much on canoes for their goods to be transported or when they were going on tour. Thus Rivers Manyu, Sanaga, Mungo, Nyong, Benue and Ntem were quite crucial. Apart from just peddling people and goods across these rivers, there canoe mechanics or repairers. Dipoko Joseph was one of the canoe boys whom I contacted during the fieldwork. He was the grandson of Eyemi who had been a canoe boy on the River Mungo. Born in 1944 he claims that he has been doing this job throughout his life. According to him a canoe boy is supposed have a firm knowledge of water currents to enable him master the way to move with his canoe. He should be brave as well (Personal communication with the author, 23 July, 2014). This same version was repeated by other canoe boys whom I contacted on River Manyu on 30 March 2012. Their story suggests that in addition to their ingenuity and muscles, the water currents played a very vital role to facilitated their job and a knowledge of how the direction which these currents flew also illustrate the African technological know-how long developed before the advent of colonial rule.
Canoe "engineers" commanded even more attention. These were mechanics who were charge with the functions of repairing the canoes when they went bad. Using all types of chronic tools, these are people who are blessed with the intelligence to stitch the boats as if it was cloth. They used different tools to repair canoes depending on the nature of the 'wound'. Along the banks of the navigable rivers, canoe repairing shops are found. For instance, Eyong works as a canoe repairer along the banks of River Manyu. He uses the hammer and copper wire when need arises. According to him, he inherited the profession from his grandfather and now had opened a 'school" only to train canoe mechanics. He further maintained he is like motor car mechanic who repairs cars depending on the problem the car it encountered. He said:
I have been repairing canoes since 1960 when John Holt was still using the Manyu River. The problems with canoes vary a lot. The wood which canoes are made are not iroko neither are they very hard wood. This type of wood quickly develops holes and water can easily filled the canoe. Sometimes when this happens in the middle of the river when there is no technician, canoe boys are charged with carrying out the water as it enters the canoe. When they finally bring it out here I am in charge of repairing the damage. Depending upon the problem, I can either use copper wire or nails or hammer to adjust the problem. In 1993, the work was so intense that I decided to open a workshop with 10 apprentices (Personal communication, 23 August 2013)
Conclusion
Rivers have been areas that have facilitated the mobility of goods and people while. Africa in particular with a few navigable rivers did play political, social and economic roles. European explorers were commanded to break thought the interior of Africa and understand the navigability of these rivers. Some of these rivers shaped diplomatic relations in Africa and Europe as well during the period of the scramble and after. In Cameroon the rivers and ports in colonial Cameroon became quite instrumental to the colonial administration. Through them the cost of transport was significantly reduced. It was through rivers that goods and colonial personnel were transported.
Despite the role although with its own limitation that the rivers and ports played the historiography of Cameroon during that period had glossed over the role. This paper has contributed to filling this gap. It has shown that out of the ports many related issues were in place. It has shown that ports were not only about economic transactions. The people who migrated to the areas acquired new cultures, consumed foreign and modern things while prostitution took roots. Rivers in themselves became sites which indigenous technologies facilitated the transportation of goods as well as people. Therefore rivers and ports saw the gradual birth of a middling class. On one hand those who migrated to the port cities and returned with modern goods and on the other hand those who commanded the tides of the rivers and the repaired the canoes became a social category apart from their peers. *Walter Gam Nkwi, Department of History, University of Buea, SW Region, Cameroon. nkwi.walters@ubuea.cm 
